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ABSTRACT 

p 
spa ol 

Mitomycin C was fed to C(1)RM, y v bb / BSYy ci ey / 

Drosophila females so that induced chromosome aberrations in im-

mature oocytes could be recovered. Frequencies of detachments of the 

compound-X chromosome, V chromosome fragments, chromosome loss and 

mosaics were determined. Detailed analyses of exceptions bearing these 

aberrations suggests that mitomycin C has two modes of action. The 

drug is radiomimetic for it induces the types of aberrations recovered 

after X-irradiation. Mitomycin C also seems to have a delayed effect 

which is reflected in the relatively high recovery of gynandroniorphs 

and mosaics. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The general features of meiosis in animal cells have been known 

since the end of the last century, but the phenomenon is still not com-

pletely understood; neither the mechanism of crossing over, the spectrum 

of enzymes involved, nor even aberration 'induction and subsequent segra-

gation. The latter aspect should be amenable to study in Dro8ophiia 

melanogaster oocytes which may be satisfactorily staged at a particular 

time in development (King et al., 1956; Parker, 1968), and for which a 

host of genetic markers and chromosome rearrangements is readily avail-

able. 

When different meiOtic stages of the Drosophila oocyte are 

treated with X-rays, the observed aberration induction and inducedre-

combination also varies (Parker and McCrone, 1958; Parker, 1968; 

Williamson, 1970, 1973, 1974; Williamson and Parker, 1974). It has 

been suggested that in mature oocytes (stage 14) the orientation of 

chromosomes on the spindle has already been established, whereas in im-

mature oocytes (stage 7), the oldest oocytes found in a newly eclosed 

female, the orientation has not yet been determined and is amenable to 

modification by X-rays (Williamson, 19701 Parker and Busby, 1972). 

These stage differences were detected by genetic analysis of the recover-

ed rearrangements in the. progeny of treated females. Induced abe'rations 

in immature oocytes involved the detachment of the attached X chromosomes 

to the V and fourth chromosomes; treating mature oocytes resulted in a 

lower frequency in the recovery of these types of rearrangements, but 

with an increase in the number of rearrangements involving the major 
autosomes (Parker and McCrone, 1958; Williamson, 1970). 



Breakpoint distribution in the Y chromosome also differs in 

oocytes of different stages. When X-Y interchange of Y fragment-bear-

ing progeny of treated mature oocytes were analyzed, breakpoints in the 

V chromosome were clustered distal to the fertility complexes; break-

points in immature oocytes were more proximal (Williamson, 1969, 1970; 

Parker and Busby, 1972). These observations led to the conclusion that 

because induced translocations occur only if breakpoints in heterolo-

gous chromosomes are closely opposed, the centromeric regions of chro-

mosomes in the immature oocytes must be close together. Indeed, it has 

been suggested that chromosomes in the immature oocytes are associated 

in a chromocentral-like arrangement, and that the X, V and fourth chro-

mosomes occupy positions in this configuration that increase the proba-

bility that interchange may occur between them (Williamson, 1969; William-

son and Parker, 1974). This proposal then eliminates the necessityfor 

implied homology between those chromosomes frequently involved in inter-

change. As the oocyte matures, dyads may become separated at the cen-

tric regions, and by stage 14 only the telomeric regions of the chromo-

somes are associated (Williamson, 1970; Williamson and Parker, 1974). 

Interchanges resembling those induced by X-rays may also be 

induced by chemicals. Mitomycin C-induced chromosome aberrations were 

reported in D. meanogaster males and females (Schewe et at., 1971). 

Mitomycin C (Fig. 1) is an antibiotic isolated from Streptomyces caespi-

tosus and has proved to be therapeutic against tumors (Usbuchi et at. , 

1957; Early et at., 1973), a carcinogen in mice (Ikegami et at., 1967) 

and an inhibitor of DNA synthesis (Shiba et at. , 1959). That the drug 

could cross-link complementary strands of the DNA molecule was shown by 

the demonstration that mitomycin C-exposed DNA resisted heat denaturation 
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Figure 1. The chemical structure of mitomycin C 

Oyer and Szybalski, 1963). Mitomycin C may act as a monofunctional or 

bifunctional alkylating agent (Weissback and Lisio, 1965) preferential-

ly reacting with guanine and covalently linking guanine residues in op-

posite DNA strands (Szybalski and Iyer, 1964). DNA synthesis is thus 

inhibited because interstrand cross-linkages prevent strand separation. 

As well as inducing aberrations in the X and V chromosomes in 

Drosophila, mitomycin C also induces rearrangements in Vicia, predomi-

nantly in the heterochromatic regions (Merz, 1961). In addition, mito-

mycin C induces a greater number of aberrations in Vicia than in Tra-

descantia, which has fewer heterochromatic regions in its chromosome 

complement (Utsumi, 1971). Breaks and rearrangements induced by the 

antibiotic in cultured 

1, 9 and 16 (Cohen and 

chromatic regions than 

righi and Hsu, 1971). 

homologous chromosomes 

ment may be related to 

chromosomes (Cohen and 

human leucocytes most often involve chromosomes 

Shaw, 1964), chromosomes that contain more hetero-

other chromosomes of the human karyotype (Ar-

Chromatid exchanges occur most frequently between 

suggesting that the effects of mitomycin C treat-

somatic association and crossing over of the 

Shaw, 1964; Shaw and Cohen, 1965). It has been 

suggested that heterochromatic regions have a high G-C content, which 



may explain these observations (Utsumi, 1971). 

In Drosophila, too, rearrangements often involve heterochroma-

tin. Mitomycin C injected into Drosophila females has increased cross-

ing over on the X chromosome in the region around the bb locus and on 

the third chromosome in regions spanning the centromere (Suzuki, 1965; 

Suzuki et al. , 1967). Mitomycin C has also been reported to increase 

the frequency of interchanges involving the compound-X and V chromo-

somes, and anisobrachial interchanges between the arms of the V chromo-

some (Erasmus' et al., 1967; Schewe et al. , 1971). However, detachments 

of the compound-X to other chromosomes including the fourth, and inter-

changes involving the V with chromosomes other than the X were not re-

ported nor were V breakpoint distributions in the reported aberrations 

analyzed. After X-irradiation detachments of the compound-X chromosome 

to the fourth chromosome make up approximately 15% of all detachments 

in compound-X females carrying a V chromosome (Parker, 1954). Of V 

chromosome fragments induced by X-rays approximately 50% were inter-

changes involving the fourth chromosome (Parker, 1965, 1967; Williamson, 

1969). 

The purpose of the experiment in this thesis was to compare in 

detail the types of rearrangements induced by mitomycin C with those 

induced by X-rays. Using the sensitive and reliable methods developed 

by Parker (1968) and Williamson (1974), extensive genetic analyses 

of the consequences of treating Drosophila meiotic cells with mitomycin 

C could be determined. 



MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. DROSOPHILA STOCKS 

All cultures, unless described elsewhere, were grown at 25 + 5°C 

in quarter pint milk bottles and feda cornmeal mixture prepared by add-

ing 77 g cornmeal, 27 g sucrose, 53 g dextrose, 28 g yeast, 6 g agar and 

8 ml of an acid mix (10 propionic acid: 1 phosphoric acid, 13 water) 

for mold inhibition, to 1 liter of water. 

Genotypes and description (Lindsley and Grell, 1968) 

1. C(1)RM) y v bb / y Wa/O,• ci R 

C(1)RM: reversed metacentric compound-X chromosome 

xyky8: compound chromosome carrying all of the X and Y neces-

sary for viability and male fertility 

2. C(i)RM, y v 17h / FM6 3W 808 dm B / BYy 

FM6: balancer X chromosome carrying multiple inversions 

BSYy+: V chromosome. marked with Bar of Stone and the normal 

allele of y 

poz 
3. C(1)RM y v bb / XY y a / R 

4. C(1)R y / y v f ca / 1" 

an X chromosome carrying the complex of male ferti-

lity factors on the long arm of the V chromosome (K1) 

1": V chromosome fragment carrying fertility factors of 

the short arm of the V chromosome (Ks) 

5. C(i)DX, y f / X., y ac a / 

C(1)DX: reversed acrocentric compound-X chromosome 

an X chromosome carrying only KS 
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Y chromosome fragment carrying only xi 

6. C(1)R4 y ac sc pn sc8 / xit Y W a / 

C(1)R/1: reversed acrocentric compound-X chromosome synthesi-

zed by Parker and Busby (1972) 

7. y ac v: free X chromosomes in both males and females 

8. Brosseau tester stocks: a series of y+j7 chromosomes deficient 

for specific male fertility factors 

X chromosome markers employed  

ac: achaete - missing some thoracic bristles 

B: Bar - narrow eyes 

Bar of Stone - very narrow eyes 

bb: bobbed - thin bristles 

car: carnation - dark red eyes 

cut  - cut wings 

din: diminutive - small body and bristles 

forked - bent bristles 

pn: prune - brownish purple eyes 

Sc: scute - reduced number of scutellum bristles 

sc8 : scute8 - weak sc allele 

scute of Sinitskaya - extreme sc allele 

v: vermilion - bright red eyes 

yellow - yellow body 

31d. yellow 31d - yellow body with black bristles 

normal allele of y - grey body 



Fourth chromosome markers employed: 

ci: 

R 
ey  

spa ol 

cubitus interruptus - interruption of the cubital 

wing vein 

eyeless-Russian - reduced eye size 

sparkling poliert - glassy eyes 

B. EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT 

The experimental females were obtained by crossing females of 

Stock 1 with males of Stock 2: 

COMM, y v bb / 0; ci ey X FM6, y 31d sc8 dm B / BSIy+; spaPOZ 

C (1)RM, y v bb / B'5Yy; • 1? 
ciey /spavol 

Very few males were produced by this cross as the FMC chromosome is 

usually lethal in a male without a V chromosome (Lindsley and Grell, 

1968). This then facilitated the obtaining of experimental virgin fe-

males which were collected within 12 hours of eclosion. Approximately 

200 females were immediately placed on tissue in a quarter pint milk 

bottle which had been saturated with 5 ml of 2% sucrose with mitomycin 

C (600 jig/ml, Sigma), or without mitomycin C (control). The flies were 

allowed to feed on this solution for 24 hours, at room temperature, in 

the dark. The females were then etherized, 15 females placed in indi-

vidual , well yeasted, 8 dram vials and allowed to age for 24 hours. 

Thirty males from Stock 3 were placed in individual vials and allowed to 

recover from etherization for 24 hours. Experimental females and the 

stored males were then mated on fresh food in quarter-pint bottles. 

Twenty-four hours later males and females were transferred to new 



bottles, and after an additional 24 hours they were again transferred. 

After remaining in the third bottle for 24 hours both males and experi-

mental females were discarded. The above procedure ensured that a rela-

tively homogeneous sample Of immature oocytes (stage 7 and earlier) were 

treated with either the sucrose or mitomycin Cand sucrose solution. 

The cultures were incubated t"25°C and after 10 days the progeny 

of the treated females were scored and recorded by phenotype at 12-hour , 

intervals to maximize the recovery of the progeny and to ensure that all 

exceptional female progeny were virgin. The numbers of regular progeny 

were estimated by counting a sample of flies in each tray of bottles. 

Exceptional females (differing phenotypically from the regular female 

progeny) were individually mated to three males of Stock 3 on fresh food 

in vials at room temperature. Exceptional males were individually mated 

in vials to three virgin females of Stock 3. After 6 to 8 days excep-

tional flies and their mates were transferred to fresh vials. Progeny 

of the exceptional flies were scored, thus enabling a positive identifi-

cation of the exception's genotype. 

C. PROGENY TESTS 

1. Detachments of C(1)PM 

A breakdown of the compound-X chromosome may occur, with the re-

suit that oocyteswith single X chromosomes may be recovered. Such de-

tachments of the compound-X may be the consequence of interchanges with 

the Y, the fourth chromosome, the tips of the major autosomes or dele-

tions of one of the arms of the compound-X chromosome (Parker, 1968). 

(a) C(1)RMY interchange: These exceptions were detected by 

linkage of the X chromosome markers with a Y chromosome marker. They 



were recognized as wild-type or y B' females and v or y v BS males. 

Exceptions of both sexes were also marked with c-& ey ' or spc?°1 

Balanced stocks from these progeny tests were made by selecting for de-

tachment-bearing males and mating them to virgin females of Stock 3. 

These stocks were then tested for the presence of a complete V chromo-

some by mating the detachment-bearing stock males to virgin females of 

Stock 1, which have no free V chromosome. Mass matings of sons from 

this cross were then mated to virgin females in vials and the vials in-

spected 5 to 6 days later for the presence of larvae. If these males 

proved fertile, 10 males were individually mated to virgin females to 

ensure that the majority of them were fertile. If the individual males 

were fertile the original exceptional fly from which the stock was made 

was assumed to have all the factors necessary for male fertility and 

that the treated V chromosome had simply lost one of its marker genes. 

If the sons were sterile, then additional detachment-bearing stock males 

were mated to virgin females. B detachment stock males were mated to 

Stock 4 virgins, which carry and y+ detachment stock males were 

mated to Stock 5 virgins, which carry a partial V chromosome, .Y'. If 

sons of these crosses proved fertile 10 individual males were tested, 

and if the majority were fertile the original exceptional fly was record-

ed as having all of the fertility factors on YS or Y. However, if in 

any of these tests the males were sterile, stock males were mated to a 

series of Brosseau virgin females. Brosseau females have a compound-X 

chromosome and V chromosome deficient for fertility factors ks-2 kl-1, 

kl-3, kl-3 and 4 1<1-4 and 5 or 1<1-5. The V chromosome deficient for 

ks-i was not available. If individual tests of sons of any of these 

crosses proved fertile the original exception was assumed to complement 
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the deficient Y, thus having a partial Y chromosome which had that 

particular fertility factor. Sterile crosses Indicated that the treat-

ed V chromosome did not have that fertility locus. In this manner it 

is possible to detect where the V breakpoint of the X-V detachment maps 

on the V chromosome. 

(b) COMM-4 interchange: A detachment of the compound-X 

chromosome may occur such that the X chromosome markers are linked to 

markers on the fourth chromosome. These exceptional progeny were recog-

nized as y, y spaPOZ or y ci eyR females and as y v y v spc?°1 or 

y v ci ey males. This class was recognized when progeny tests of ex-

ceptional flies showed linkage of either 6pa2'°l or ci eyR with the X 

chromosome markers. 

(c) C(1)RM-? interchange: Detachments of the compound-X chro-

mosome which showed linkage neither to V nor fourth chromosome markers 

were recognized as y spc?°1 or y ci ey females and as y v spa 1 or 

y v ci ey males. Phenotypically these exceptions could have first been 

thought to be COMM-4 interchanges. Progeny tests of these individuals 

revealed that the fourth chromosome markers were segragatingindepen - 

ently of the X chromosome markers. 

2. V Chromosome Fragments Recovered in Males and Females 

Interchanges of this type are recovered after exchanges between 

the two arms of the V, or between the V and another chromosome. Excep-

tional progeny representing these interchanges were detected by loss of 

one of the two V markers. 

(a) V-4 interchange: These V fragments show linkage of the V 

chromosome marker with the markers on the fourth chromosome. Pheno-

typically they may be recognized as y v B'9 or v females or as y WaBS 



or W a males, with or without fourth chromosome markers. Stocks from 

these progeny tests were made by the selection of males and females with 

the V marker for several generations. Virgin females from these V 

fragment stocks were collected and mated to y ac v males in vials. Sons 

of this cross then received the rearranged V from their mothers. By 

individual matings of these males to virgin females, the original excep-

tional fly was recorded as having all the factors necessary for male 

fertility, or as being deficient for one or more factors. If the latter 

was true, y+ stock virgin females were mated to Stock 4 males and B' 

stock virgins were crossed to Stock 5 males. Stock 4 and 5 males give 

their sons Y chromosomes deficient for KS or KE respectively. If these 

males and subsequent tests of individuals proved fertile the exceptional 

fly was recorded as having the fertility complex which complemented the 

deficient V chromosome. If, however, the sons were sterile, V fragment 

stock males were crossed to a series of Brosseau females having free X 

chromosomes and V chromosomes deficient for one or two fertility factors. 

If mass matings and subsequent tests of individuals were fertile when 

mated to virgin females, the original exception was assumed to complement 

the deficient Y, and thus the rearranged V chromosome had that particu-

lar fertility gene. If, however, the crosses were sterile, the treated 

V chromosome did not have that particular fertility factor. Thus break-

points in V fragments were mapped in an analogous manner to V breakpoints 

in C(1)RM-Y interchanges. 

(b) Y-? interchanges: Phenotypically these exceptional flies 

resembled Y-4 exceptions. Inspection of individual progeny tests re-

vealed that in these exceptions the V chromosome markers segregated inde-

pendently from the fourth chromosome markers. Breaks in the V-? frag-
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ments were mapped in the way described for Y-4 interchanges. 

(c) Y-Y interchanges: These exceptional flies resemble both 

Y-4 and Y-? exceptions phenotypically. However because the Ychromo-

some has undergone anisobrachial interchange, a particular Y marker is 

present in two dosesrather than ma single dose. Stocks were made 

of individual exceptions and the Y breakpoints mapped in the way des-

cribed for Y-4 interchqnge. To determine if the Y chromosome was iso-

+ 
marked with y , males of the :exceptional stocks were examines for the 

presence of extra hairs on the second posterior wing cell (Williamson, 

1968).. If extra hairs were present, the Y fragment stock was derived 

from a non-reciprocal interchange between the arms of the V chromosome. 

To determine if V chromosome was isomarked with B'9 , males of the fragment 

stock were mated to Stock 6 virgin females. Female progeny of this cross 

were examine for reduced size of the B'9 eye, a consequence of two doses 

of the BS allele (Williamson, 1968). 

3. Nondisjunction and Chromosome Loss 

Nondisjunction occurs when paired chromosomes fail to separate at 

metaphase. Chromosome loss,, too, is responsible for the non-recover-

ability of chromosomes in the progeny, possibly by sister-chromatid 

dicentric formation (Greil,Munoz and Kirschbaum, 1966). These excep-

tional progeny were recognized as y w'' males with various fourth chro-

mosome markers, and as v B'9 spa or  BS ci ey females. Progeny tests 

were made to detect an additional fourth chromosome. 

Exceptional flies which exhibited more than one phenotype (mosaics) 

or more than one sex (gynandromorphs) were also mated to Stock 3 males 

or females and their progeny, if any, examined. Mosaic flies which 

proved fertile were recorded as members of a particular class dependent 

upon the phenotype of their progeny. 
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RESULTS 

When C(1)RM, y v bb / ci eyR spaP0l females are fed 2% 

sucrose and mitomycin C, chromosomal rearrangements may be recovered. 

A total of 6,195 females were treated with mitomycin C yielding appro-

ximately 90,666 progeny (15 progeny/female) while progeny from 6,845 

control females numbered approximately 155,864 (23 progeny/female). Of 

the total progeny of mitomycin C-treated females 371 (0.41%), excluding 

gynandromorphs and sterile mosaics, exhibited a phenotype which differ-

ed from the regular progeny and thus may have been due to induced chro-

mosomal rearrangements. Of these exceptions, 123 were recovered in fe-

males, and 248 were recovered in males. These results contrast with 

those obtained after treating genotypically identical flies with 2% su-

crose: of the 155,864 total progeny 129 (0.08%) were phenotypically ex-

ceptional progeny. Sixty exceptions were recovered in females and 69 

were recovered in males. The chromosomal complements of exceptions re-

covered as X detachments, Y fragments, recombinant fourth chromosomes, 

and nondisjunction and chromosome loss in progeny of mitomycin C-treated 

and control females are listed in Table 1. 

A. DETACHMENTS OF C(1)RM 

Each of the exceptional progeny listed as completely analyzed was 

scored as to the X, Y and fourth chromosome markers carried. In the 

case of those exceptions involving the Y chromosome a distribution of 

the V breakpoints was also made. In progeny of the mitomycin C-treated 

females, detachments of the compound-X chromosome made up 92 of 370 

total exceptional progeny. The various detachment classes and the fre-

quency in which they were recovered are listed in Table 2. A total of 
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Table 1. Summary of progeny of mitomycin C-treated and control 
COMM, y v bb / BSYy1'; ci eyR spaP0 l females mated to 
attached XY / r; ci eo spaP0l males. 

Mitomycin C-treated Controls 

Females Males Females Males 

Regular progeny (estimated) 46,993 43302a 78,906 76,829 

Exceptions: 

Total 123 248 60 69 
Fertile 105 195 46 55 
Completely analyzed 98 192 44 54 

'Detachment exceptions: 

Total 47 45 9 11 
Fertile 42 24b 
Completely analyzed 37 23 4 5C 

V fragment exceptions: 

Total 4 42 2 9 
Fertile 3 37d 2 5 
Completely analyzed 1 35 1 4 

Nondisjunction and chromosome loss: 

Total 72 160 49 47 
Fertile 60 133e 39 43 
Completely analyzed 60 133 39 43 

Recombinant-4 0 1 0 2 

Gyn'andromorphs and sterile mosaics are omitted from the above data. 

ai ncludi ng 9 mosaics 

bcj ncludj flg 1 mosaic 

d,ej flcludj ng 4 mosaics 
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about 2/3 (62 of 92) of these detachments involved the V chromosome. 

Linkage of X c'hromosome markers to fourth chromosome markers occurred 

in 3 of the fertile X detachment exceptions and each was recovered 

without a free fourth chromosome. Fertile detachments of the compound-

X chromosome which showed lipkage of the X markers to neither the V 

chromosome nor the fourth chromosome markers numbered 19 of the total 

92 detachments recovered. This class of detachments was most often re-

covered with a free fourth chromosome and in one exception, with a free 

fourth' and an entire V. chromosome. Total detachments of the compound-

X chromosome were recovered equally frequently in both sexes (47 in 

females, 45 in males). " 

Detachment-bearing exceptional progeny were also recovered from the 

control females, although they are recovered at a lower frequency (Table 

2). Indeed, the frequency of detachments recovered from progeny of 

mitomycin C-treated females is 7.7 times greater than that observed in 

progeny of control females (0.001 vs 0.00013). 

Detachments 'of the C(1)RM involving the V chromosome were also 

analyzed using male fertility complementation tests to determine the 

location of the breakpoint in the broken V. Results of these tests 

are summarized in Table 3. The breaks are clustered in the centromeric 

region and distal to the fertility complexes. For those breaks in the 

centromeric region it is impossible to determine if these X-Y detach-

ment bearing progeny have capped or captured Xchromosomes (i.e., 

if they have a centromere derived from the X or V chromosome, respec-

tively). ' 

B. V CHROMOSOME FRAGMENTS 

Exceptional progeny bearing rearrangements involving the V chromo-
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Table 2. Summary of detachment bearing progeny of mitomycin C-

treated and control COMM., y v bb / BYy; ci eyR / 
spc?01 females mated to attached Xi / y ci eyR apol 

males. 

Mitomycin C-treated Controls 

Detachment CL ass Females Males Females Males 

Detachments involving Y: 

Total 38 24 7 6 

Sterile (yY) 1 6 1 1 

1 9 2 3 

X-Y/4(yY) 20 5 3 1 

(Bar) 15 3 1• 0 

X_y,4a,4b(Y+Y) 1 1 0 1 

(BSY) 0 0 0 0 

Detachments not involving Y: 

Total 9 21 2 5 

Sterile 2 6 1 2 

X-4R/0 1 2 0 0 

X_4Ra,4b 0 0 0 1 

X-?/B'9it/4 0 1 0 0 

X-?/4 6 12 1 2 
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Table 3. Analysis of breakpoints in detachments involving the V 

chromosome by male fertility complementation tests. 

detachments have all fertility loci from the breakpoint 

to the YS marker. BY detachments have all fertility loci 

from the breakpoint to the YL marker. (c) indicates the V 

centromere. 

V chromosome markers 
Type of X-Y 
detachment e9 ki-5 ki-4 ki-3 ki-2 ki-i (c) ks-i 7<s-2 

Progeny of 
mitomycin C-
treated fe-
males:. 

+ 

B'9Y 

3 

8 

1 17 2 

5 2 

Progeny of 
control fe-
males: 

+ 
- - 4 

BSY 
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some but not the X are listed in Table 4. These exceptions account 

for 46 of the total 370 phenotypically different progeny. Some V chro-

mosome fragments showed linkage of V markers with fourth chromosome mar-

kers, some were derived from interchanges between the 2 arms of the Y 

(anisobrachial interchange), while for others the interchange partner 

could not be determined. Of these classes anisobrachial exchange made 

up the majority of the fertile fragments (24/40). Most of these (18/24) 

were isomarked with the marker on YS, rather than with B'9, the marker 

on Y. All of the V-V fragments were recovered in male progeny of mito-

mycin C-treated females. This observation is not surprising as it indi-

cates that isomarked V chromosomes or V chromosome fragments disjoin 

as regular V chromosomes during meiosis. The class of V fragments show-

ing linkage with the fourth chromosome was represented by 4 of the total 

40 fertile fragments, 3 of these were recovered without a free fourth 

chromosome and in one the exception was recovered with a free fourth and 

an additional four, the homologous fourth chromosome. Those V fragments 

which had an interchange partner which could not be determined (V-?) 

numbered 13 in the 40 fertile V fragments recovered. A greater propor-

tion of these were marked with BS (8 B'9LY to 5 yY) •than was the total V 

fragment class (18 319 to 28 y+LY). V fragments recovered in progeny of 

mitomycin C-treated females were found at a frequency of 7.3 times the 

control frequency (0.00051 vs 0.00007). 

Breakpoints in the V chromosome fragments were analyzed using male 

fertility complementation tests. Results of these tests are summarized 

in Table 5. In all cases the analyzed exception had a V centromere 

and in no case were captured V fragments (fragments without a V centro-
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Table 4. Summary of V-fragment bearing progeny of mitomycin C-

treated and control C(1)IM y v bb / BSY + 3 ci eyR POZ 

females mated to attached XY / Y; ci gyl? spc?° males. 

Mitomycin C-treated Controls 

V-fragment class Females Males Females Males 

Total 4 42 2 9 

Sterile (pr) 0 4 0 3 

(BSY) 1 1 0 1 

Y-4R/0 yY) 0 1 0 0 

(#r) 0, 2 0 0 

y_4Ra 14b 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 

Y-? / 4. (yY) 0 5 1 2 

(#r) 3 5 1 .1 

V-V / 4 (yY) 0 18 0 1 

(E'r) 0 5 0 1 
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Table 5. Analysis of breakpoints in Y chromosome fragments by male 

fertility complementation tests. Capped fragments have all 

fertility loci proximal to the breakpoint in the broken arm, 

and all loci in the other arm. (c) indicates the V centro-

mere. Numbers in parentheses are numbers of isomarked frag-

ments included in the number above. 

V chromosome markers 

Type of Y-chromo-
some fragment: B' ki-5 ki-4 1<1-3 1<1-2 ki-i (c) ks-i ks-2 y 

Progeny of mito-
mycin C-treated 
females: 

Capped by 4R 1 1 2 

Capped, not 
by 4R 9 1. 4 1 5 4 2 - 6 

(6) (1) (3) (1) (4) (4) - - (4) 

Progeny of control 
females: 

Capped, not 
by 4R 2 

(1) 
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mere) observed. This is probably because captured fragments would 

have a centromere derived from the fourth chromosome and at anaphase 

II meiotic drive should work against their recovery. Breakpoints were 

distributed along the Y chromosome, but appear to be clustered distal 

to the male fertility factors. In all cases the constitution of the 

fragment was found to be compatible with Brosseau's (1960) map sequence. 

C. NONDISJUNCTION AND CHROMOSOME LOSS 

Among the exceptions recovered from progeny of mitomycin C-treated 

females were 58 y v females which had 3 fourth chromosomes. The ooyte 

from which these females developed had not only a free fourth chromosome 

but also the homologous fourth chromosome. Thirty such triplo-4 fe-

males were also recovered in progeny of control females. Triplo-4 fe-

males were found 3.4 times as frequently in progeny of mitomycin C-treat-

ed females as in the progeny of control females (0.00064 vs 0.00019). 

These results are summarized in Table 6. 

Nondisjunction, when 'paired chromosomes do not separate at metaphase, 

was recognized in 14 of 122 total exceptions recovered in females. X 

ôhromosome nondisjunction and loss cannot be differentiated in males on 

the basis of phenotype and thus a formula (Grell et al. , 1966) must be 

employed using female nondisjunction to determine the percent X 'chromo-

some nondisjunction in the sample: 

% X chromosome nondisjunction - 4 (nondisjunctional 9) x 100 total progeny 

Using this formula there is 0.06% X chromosome nondisjunction in pro-

geny of mitomycin C-treated females. In progeny of control females 

X chromosome nondisjunction was 0.05%. 
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Table 6. Summary of nondisjunction and chromosome loss in progeny 

of mitomycin C-treated and control C(1)R1vf y v bb / Br• 
ci ey / sper01 females mated to attached XY / I; ci eyR 

spc?°1 males. 

Mitomycin C-treated Controls 

Females Males Females Males 

C(1)R(!, 4a / 4b 

Total 58 0 30 0 

Fertile 47 0 23 0 

C(1)RM / 4 / BSYy+ 

Total 14 0 19 0 

Fertile 13 0 16 0 

NuUo-X / 4 

Total 0 144 0 43 

Fertile 0 120 0 39 

Nullo-X1 4a / 4b 

Total 0 16 0 4 

Fertile 0 13 0 4 
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Nondisjunction is assumed to be recovered in both males and fe-

males with equal frequency, thus the difference between the number of 

exceptional males exhibiting a nondisjunctional/chromosomal loss pheno-

type (y W° ) and the number of nondisjunctional females recovered, is 

the amount of X chromosome loss in the sample. The per cent X chromo-

some loss may be calculated by the formula (Greil et al., 1966): 

0/ x chromosome 1 - 2 (' w° exceptional - nondisjunctional ) x 100  
o c mo e 0 total progeny 

Using this formula there is 0.32% X chromosome loss in progeny of mito-

mycin C-treated females. Similarly the per cent X loss may be calculated 

at 0.06 for the progeny of control females. Thus per cent X loss is about 

the same as per cent nondisjunction in control progeny. 

Exceptional progeny of the C(1)Rt, y v bb / B'Yy, / spa °1 

females also included flies which exhibited more than one phenotype 

(mosaics) or more than one sex (gynandromorphs). Of the total progenh 

of mitomycin C-treated females,. 10 were recognized as gynandromorphs, 

all of which proved sterile and 33 as mosaics, 14 of which were sterile. 

Thus 0.05% of the exceptional progeny belonged to one of these two 

classes of exceptions. In the progeny of the controls, however, only 

2 mosaics and 1 gynandromorph were observed. Fertile mosaics were in-

cluded as members of a cl'as5 of exceptional or regular phenotypic flies 

dependent upon the phenotype of their progeny. Fertile mosaics are in-

cluded in Table 1, with the exception of 1 mosaic from a mitomycin C-

treated female which also proved to be a germ line mosaic. 
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DISCUSSION 

The induction of mutations and chromosome breaks by ionizing 

radiation in Drosophila melanogaster has been known since Muller's 

(1927) discovery. Not until recently however has the genetic analyses 

of the induced rearrangements been refined enough to study the behaviour 

of these aberrations during meiosis. Recent advancements have included 

the identification of these chromosomes •involved in interchange, a 

hypothesis on the nuclear organization which may make the type of chro-

mosomal restitution possible, and segregational patterns of the induced 

aberrations during metaphase (Parker and McCrone, 1958; Parker, 1968; 

Parker and Williamson, 1974; Williamson, 1969; Williamson and Parker, 

1974). In most cases these analyses have employed X-rays to induce chro-

mosomal rearrangements in oocytes. In comparison it would be very in-

teresting to determine if other agents can induce similar aberrations 

and subsequent segregations. If X-rays do not produce unique events 

then perhaps the information revealed by this tool is a true reflection 

of ordinary meiotic mechanics. 

Mitomycin C, an antibiotic, which is believed to act either mono-

functionally or bifunctionally as an alkylating agent (Weissback and 

Lisio, 1965) has been reported to induce interchanges similar to those 

induced by X-rays (Schewe et al., 1971). The analyses of these induced 

detachments and Y chromosome fragments was incomplete and thus this 

work has been repeated using the refined techniques developed by Parker 

(1968) and Williamson (1974). Genetic analysis of the consequences of 

treating immature DrosophIla oocytes with mitomycin C was undertaken 

to determine if this agent mimics X-rays in the induction of rearrange-



ments during meiosis. 

Drosophila is an ideal organism on which to conduct these types 

of studies as there exists a variety of constructed chromosomes with 
markers so that rearrangements can be easily detected. Irradiation of 

females carrying a compound-X and a• Y chromosome frequently result in 

the detachment of the compound-X and usually involves the Y or fourth 

chromosome (Parker and McCrone, 1958; Williamson, 1970, 1974). These 

induced interchanges are chromatid events and the heterologues involved 

form a quasi-bivalent which then separates at the first meiotic division 

(Parker, 1968; Williamson, 1974). Recovery of such interchange pro-

ducts may be detected as progeny which are phenotypically different from 

regular progeny. Detachment of the compound-X chromosome also occurs 

spontaneously although X-rays induce a higher frequency of this aberra-

tion. Mitomycin C, at a concentration of 600 ig/m1, also induces detach-

ments of the a(1)R1f chromosome some 7 to 8 times more frequently than 

the observed frequency in control females.' The frequency of the mitomy-

cin C-induced detachments represents 0.10% of the total progeny. Schewe 

et al. using 125jig/ml induced X-V detachments ata frequency represent-

ing 0.04% of the total progeny of the first 3-day brood. This repre-

sents 2 times the number obtained from control females. Dose response 

experiments with immature oocytes conducted by Parker and Hammond (1958) 

indicate that the frequency of detachment-bearing progeny induced with a 

600 pg/ml concentration of mitomycin C corresponds to a dose of 250 - 

500 R of X-rays. 

As with X-rays, detachments induced by mitomycin C sometimes in-

volved an interchange partner which could not be determined. It has 

been suggested that these undetermined interchange partners could be 
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the left arm of the fourth chromosome, the tips of the major autosomes 

or a deletion of one arm of the compound-X (Parker, 1968). Detachment-

bearing progeny of mitomycin C-treated females more often involved an 

undetermined interchange partner (21% of all detachments) than did irra-

diated females (12% calculated from Williamson's (1974) data). This 

seems to be the result of a lower recovery of X-4R detachments recovered 

after mitomycin C treatment. It has been suggested that the high fre-

quency of X-4R detachments recovered in progeny of X-ray treated females 

is a result of non-random association between the X and the fourth chro-

mosome, perhaps as a result of a chromocentral-like arrangement (William-

son, 1969, 1970; Williamson and Parker, 1974). Some X-4R progeny were 

obtained after mitomycin C treatment and thus the chromosomes must have 

been close together; the difference may be that mitomycin C does not 

induce breaks in 4R any more effectively than in the other autosomes, or 

that the agent is capable of deletingone of the attached X's. Deletions 

of the long arm of the X chromosome have been observed in rat kangaroo 

cells cultured in mitomycin C (Brinkley and Shaw, 1970). It is also 

possible that the action of mitomycin C is delayed so that rearrange-

ments induced by it occur after the chromocentral-like associations of 

chromosomes. That this is frequently the case is suggested by the rela-

tively high frequency qf mosaics recovered after mitomycin C treatment 

compared with treatment with X-rays. 

Most of the induced detachments (67%) recovered in progeny of mito-

mycin C-treated females involved the Y chromosome. This is consistent 

with the results obtained after X-ray treatment; approximately 72% of 

the detachments recovered involved the Y chromosome in irradiated com-

pound-X females with Y chromosomes (calculated from Williamson's (1974) 

data). Mitomycin C-induced detachments are also recovered preferentially 
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in females, which is in accordance with Williamson's (1974) data. 

The complete analysis of the X-detachments involving the Y chromo-

some also indicates that detachments induced by mitomycin C are simi-

lar to those recovered by X-rays. Using X-irradiation, Brosseau (1964) 

induced 115 X-Y detachments and analyzed them for the distribution of 

breaks in the V chromosome by testing for the presence of individual 

fertility factors, with flies bearing deficiencies for these factors 

(Brosseau, 1960). Breakpoints were found to be clustered in the centro-

meric region and between the most distal fertility factors and the B' or 

markers. Mitomycin C-induced X-Y detachments produce a similar dis-

tribution; of the 38 X-Y detachments analyzed only one breakpoint was 

found outside these three regions (Table 3). 

The regions in which the,, V chromosome breakpoints of X-Y detachment-

bearing progeny are clustered may show some homology with the X chromo-

some. Both X and V chromosomes have nucleolar organizers in the centro-

nieric regions, the C(1)R'4 centromere is probably V derived, and the Y 

chromosome markers are derived from the X. It is possible, however, 

that the chromosomes are associated in a chromocentral-like arrangement, 

not based on homologies, such that associations of V centronieric and telo-

meric regions with the X chromosome are more likely to occur (William-

son, 1970; Williamson and Parker, 1974). Perhaps too it is possible 

that some regions of the V chromosome are more susceptible to breaks 

by X-rays and mitomycin C than others. The nucleolar organizer could 

be such a region. In human leukocyte cultures, breaks and rearrangements 

of the chromosomes occur primarily in chromosomes 1 and 9 at the secon-

dary constrictions (Shaw and Cohen, 1965). The centromere is also re-

ported to appear damaged after mitomycin C treatment of human lympho-
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cyte cultures (Brinkley and Shaw, 1970). At present there is no evi-

dence suggesting which, if any, of these possibilities may be true. 

Interchange involving the Y, but not the X may also be recovered 

in progeny of females carrying a compound-X and a free V chromosome. 

V chromosome fragments arise by interchange with the fourth chromosome, 

with a partner which cannot be determined, or by a nonreciproca1 ex-

change between the arms of the V chromosomes (Parker, 1968; Williamson, 

1974). These induced events involve áhromatids and these conjoining 

heterologues fOrm quasi-bivalents which separate at meiosis. Progeny 

of mitomycin C-treated females showed loss of one of the V markers 7 

times as frequently as progeny from control females. The V fragments 

less .often involved the fourth chromosome as an interchange partner 

(8.9%) than did V fragments recovered in progeny of females irradiated 

with 2000 R of X-rays (42.1%, calculated from Williamson's (1974) re-

sults). Detachments of the X chromosome which showed linkage of X chro-

mosome markers to fourth chromosome markers in progeny of mitomycin 

treated females were also less frequent than in the irradiated females. 

In both aberration types, radiation-induced interchange involving chro-

mosome 4 was about 5 times more frequent than mitomycin C-induced inter-

change. The lower recovery of Y-4R fragments from mitomycin treated fe-

males may indicate that the drug is a less efficient agent in breaking 

4R, or that it exerts its effects later than do X-rays, that is, after 

the regularly associated chromosomes have begun to move apart. The 

large representation of the V-?/4 class of Y chromosome fragments 

(Table 4) could be a result of such a mechanism. These could represent 

deletions of part of the V chromosome. 

Most of the induced V chromosome fragments recovered in mitomycin 
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C-treated females were anisobrachial interchanges. These nonrecipro-

cal interchanges between the arms of the V chromosome lead to "homo-

zygosis" of the distal marker which may be recognized by extra hairs 

on the wings of male flies (yry) or by reduced eye size (BSY B's) 

(Williamson, 1968). Of the total progeny recovered from females treat-

ed with 600 iig/ml mitomycin C, 0.03% were anisobrachial interchanges. 

These results contrast with those reported for progeny of females treat-

ed with 125 ig/ml where 0.13% of the total first 3-day brood progeny re-

presented V-V fragments, the only class of V fragment reported by Schewe 

et al. (1971). This represents a vast increase over the controls (in 

which no V-V fragments were reported). These results (Schewe et al., 

1971) were obtained without analyzing the presumptive V fragments, and 

scoring individual flies for 1 or 2 doses of the V marker is difficult. 

This does not explain the discrepancy between the two results, however, 

and it is puzzling that although a lower concentration of the drug in-

duces a lower frequency Of X-V interchange, there is a five-fold in-

crease in the frequency of Y?-.Y interchange. 

The complete analysis of the V fragments with the male fertility 

complementation tests indicates that V fragments induced by mitomycin 

C are similar to those recovered by X-rays (Table 5). Breakpoints in 

V fragments induced by X-rays occur along both arms of the V chromosome 

but are clustered near the ends of the arms, distal to the fertility 

factors and near the centromere (Williamson, 1969). The mitomycin C-

induced V breakpoints have a similar distribution with most of the breaks 

occurring between the distal fertility factors and the V chromosome 

markers. These must be sites where the two arms of the Y chromosome 

are close enough together so that interarm exchange may occur. It is 
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interesting that these breakpoint locations are also the sites of break-

points in X-Y detachments. Alternate explanations of these distribu-

tions are that these locations are more easily broken, both by mitomy-

cm C and X-rays, or that they are very long regions of the Y chromo-

some. At the present time one cannot discriminate between these possi-

bilities. 

Numerical aberrations as well as chromosome aberrations are recover-

ed in progeny of X-ray (Mayor, 1924) and mitomycin C-treated females 

(Hayashi and Suzuki, 1968). Monosomy and trisomy need not arise from 

the same events; indeed, the consistent observation that cases of mono-

somy outnumber cases of trisomy (Parker and Busby, 1973) suggests that 

different mechanisms may be responsible. Tripio-4 individuals recover-

ed from C(1)RM / dipio-4 oocytes were found 3.6 times more frequently 

than trisomy recovered from nullo-X / diplo-4 oocytes in mitomycin-fed 

flies (Table 6). After X-ray treatment 97% of all recovered triplo-4 

exceptions were found in males (Parker and Williamson, 1970). That mito-

mycin C induces fewer nulio-X / dipio-4 oocytes may be related to the 

relative low recovery of Y-4 chromosome fragments. It has been suggest-

ed that when Y-4 interchange occurs in immature oocytes a quasi- biva-

lent is formed which subsequently separates at division I (Parker, 

1969; Parker and Williamson, 1974). This conjoining of two heterolo-

gues effectively removes both these elements from the distributive pair-

ing pool (Grell, 1962), leaving the homologous four and the C(1)RM 

chromosomes to distributively pair and segregate from each other. As-

a result of these events and of subsequent anaphase II non-random se-

gregation (recovery of the shorter element of the heteromorphdc dyad 

is favoured at the second division in Drosophila oocytes; Novitski, 
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1951) Y-4 exceptions and nullo-X, diplo-4 eggs are often recovered. In 

an analogous manner, X-4 interchanges also produce nullo-X diplo-4 

eggs (Parker, 1970; Parker and Williamson, 1970, 1974). Interchange 

involving chromosoniefour would also be expected to affect the nondis-

junctiqn of the X chromosomes. Both Y-4 and X-4 interchanges may result 

in X, Y, nuilo-4 gametes. Because mitomycin C induces few Y-4 and X-4 

exceptions, it would be expected that there would be few nuilo-X3 dipio-4 

oocytes generated, as well as few X-Y, nullo-4 oocytes (recovered as XXY 

nondisjunctional females). 

Because nondisjunction recovered after mitomycin C treatment was 

not more frequent than that found in the controls (.06% vs .05%), it is 

unlikely that the drug can affect spindle formation or the centromeric 

attachment to the spindle. Nondisjunction in progeny of irradiated flies 

is believed to be a result of interchange and not a result of an effect 

on the centromeric propetties or chromosomal "stickiness" (Parker and 

Busby, 1972; Parker and Williamson, 1974). 

Chromosome loss in progeny of females fed 600vg/ml mitomycin C 

was 5.3 times that of the controls (Table 6) while chromosome loss after 

treatment with 125 pg/ml was 2.6 times that of the control in the first 

3-day brood (Schewe et al., 1971). Mitomycin C, at 600 pg/ml, thus in-

creases chromosome loss slightly less than chromosomal interchange. 

Ionizing radiation also increases chromosome loss (Muller, 1940). It 

is possible that chromosome loss is a result of C(1)RM-4 interchange. 

Because not many of these aberrations were recovered in progeny of 

mitomycin C-treated females it would seem likely that this is not the 

only way losses may be induced. Losses of the X chromosome may be re-

covered after the induction of chromatid breaks, which may then join, 
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leading to the formation of dicentric bridges and acentric fragments. 

The dicentrics could then enter breakage-fusion bridge cycles and be 

eventually lost (Grell et al., 1966). Mitomycin C may induce sister-

chromatid fusions as dicentric bridges and acentric fragments have been 

observed in human leukocyte cultures treated with mitomycin C (Shaw 

and Cohen, 1965). 

Genetic mosaics were observed 25 times more frequently in progeny 

of mitomycin treated females than in the controls. These types of ex-

ceptional flies are recovered at relatively lower frequencies in progeny 

of irradiated flies. Mosaics are characterized by two genetic constitu-

tions, and in gynandromorphs these constitutions may be sex-related so 

that characteristics of both sexes are found in one individual. It is 

believed that gynandromorphs originate from fertilized eggs in which, at 

the first division, one of the two X chromosomes lags behind and is lost 

(Morgan and Bridges, 1919),or both X chromosomes go to the same pole 

(Stern, 1960). These events occur during the first mitotic division, 

long after the time of mitomycin treatment of the immature oocyte Mito-

mycin C then must be capable of inducing aberrations or chromosomal in-

stabilities over a very long period of time. Of the 10 gynandromorphs 

recovered from progeny of mitomycin C-treated flies, 8 were yellow and 

vermilion. This would suggest that elimination of one of the X's of 

the compound-X chromosome had taken place. Because of the evidence that 

mitomycin C can cause large deletions, breaks and gaps in chromosomes 

of both animal cells (Cohen and Shaw, 1964; Shaw and Cohen, 1965) and 

plant tells (Merz, 1961), it is suggested that the gynandromorphs re-

sult from partial elimination of the compound-X, perhaps resulting from 

breaks in the heterochromatic region bracketing the centromere, as it 
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is in the heterochromatic regions that mitomycin C preferentially in-

duces breaks in human (Cohen and Shaw, 1964) and plant (Utsumi, 1971) 

chromosomes. 

Brøgger and Johansen's (1972) model for the production of chromo-

some damage by mitomycin C suggests that after cross-linking the DNA 

Oyer and Szybalski, 1963), mitomycin C residues are detached from one 

strand by a repair enzyme. Excision of the residue and of the bases 

bonded to it with subsequent repair replication would result in an unda-

maged chromosome. Exchanges result if another break occurs nearby, and 

losses of chromosomal segments are a result of the excision of the bases 

on the opposite strand of the DNA. Perhaps it is a "misrepair" mechanism 

acting in the egg which is responsible for the gynandromorphs observed. 

The other mosaics observed may be a result of somatic crossing-over. 

This mechanism has been suggested to explain aberrations observed after 

mitomycin C treatment of human cell cultures (Cohen and Shaw, 1964; Shaw 

and Cohen, 1965). Somatic crossing-over, however, requires that homology 

exist between the chromosomes. This may not be true for the heterologues 

involved in the production of mosaics observed after mitomycin treatment 

of Drosophila. Perhaps the partial elimination of the marked chromosomes 

could account for most of the mosaics recovered. 

Mitomycin C then seems to have two modes of action. The drug is 

radiomimetic for it induces the types of aberrations recovered after X-

irradiation. All detachment and Y chromosome fragment classes of excep-

tions reported in the progeny of irradiated flies are recoverd, the 

Y breakpoint distribution in both X-Y and V fragments are similar to 

those analyzed in progeny of irradiated females, and with both agents 

nondisjunction does not seem to be a result of spindle or centromere 
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damage. In addition to these characteristics, mitomycin C seems to 

have a delayed effect which manifests itself in the production of gynan-

dromorphs and mosaics. This delayed effect is perhaps the reason for 

an increase in the relative number of X-? and Y-? exceptional progeny 

from females fed mitomycin C compared to females treated with radiation; 

it may also explain the increase in chromosome loss recovered in diplo-

4 flies. 
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